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About This Game

Meet Fred, a good and honest guy. Fred only ever wanted to get to the finish without falling down. But there is one problem - he
is VERY clumsy when it comes to running fast, even the slightest obstacle can make him trip and fall down. Poor guy! Will you

help Fred out?

Clumsy Fred is a ragdoll physics based simulation 3D game where you step in the shoes of Fred and follow him on his strange
endeavours to learn how to run without falling, while overcoming different challenges and obstacles.

You have a time limit to get to the finish. Be careful of the obstacles, because collision drains your health and, more
importantly, costs you time if you fall. If you do not make it in time you have to restart the level.

Go trough each checkpoint, avoiding obstacles, until you reach the finish within the time limit. Upon reaching the finish line
you will unlock a new level of the game.

Features:

- Ragdoll physics
- Unique 3D models
- Cool animations

- Many obstacles and challenges
- Funny sound effects

- Intuitive controls
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- VERY fun to play

Music by: dl-sounds.com
Car physics and model made with: Edy's Vehicle Physics

Road made with: EasyRoads3D Pro
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Title: Clumsy Fred
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
BeshevGames
Publisher:
BeshevGames
Release Date: 13 Jul, 2017
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to much ragdoll. NEED SOME MORE OF THOSE DRIVING LEVELS THO YOU KNOW WHAT IM SAYING. NEED
SOME MORE OF THOSE DRIVING LEVELS THO YOU KNOW WHAT IM SAYING. This was a very fun way to kill a
few minutes. Not 100% polished and it did crash once, but other than that, it was very entertaining. Check out my experience
here: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=1Z_m_N7N7zY. With amazing writing, a story that captivates all, and a theme that
could turn the coldest of hearts warm, Clumsy Fred leaves the player with an everlasting experience that they'll remember for a
lifetime.. sorry to be rude but i was not fun just annoying and no pint in challange. NEED SOME MORE OF THOSE
DRIVING LEVELS THO YOU KNOW WHAT IM SAYING. Turbo Dismount this is not.. For 0.50 cents, this game is
amazing! It is very fun.

-enviroment is just white
-controls are not the best but it works..

+it is just a cheap but fun game!
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Overall review:
The game is hilariously fun. All the level play out very differently and remain unique. The music is very up-beat which really
suits the game and forms an energectic motivation to keep playing. The animations are very wacky which creates some
laughable moments.
Nevertheless this game is very rough around the edges and the controles create a very high skill sealing because they are hard to
get grib at. (I'd recon the developers did this on purpose to get the most challenging out of their game ;) )
This game has 40 levels and i hope the devs are making more. They announced they will. The overall playtime to finish this
game a first time is about 1h and 20m.

Personal experiences and recommendations:
I bought this game for me and as a gift for my friend. This really made the game what it is for me right now. I think i couldn't
last to the end if i were playing completely by myself. Now ofcourse this game is a singleplayer game but with the big offer of
communication services these days (skype, teamspeak, discord), it is really easy to just boot up the game together at the same
time and just play along.
As for how I experienced it the way I discovered it with my friend it purchase worth well beyond 79 cents.

Tips:
The most important thing to know when starting to play this game is to *not press 'W' when landing from a jump*. That will get
Fred to trip over instantly losing you alot of time.
Because that brings me to the next tip: scince this game has no tutorial of key-walktrough; it is good to know that 'F' can get
Fred to instantly fall over or stand up when lying on the ground.

The current WR for finishing the whole game is at 32:48,52 put down by GlennField
And my PR is not far from it with 33:55,67

RL;DR
I recommend this game if you play it together with a friend at the same time. (Can we couch co-op or just playing the game at
the same time at different computer)
I had alot of fun whilst playing it!
I highly recommend anyone to play it and maybe join our little (speedrunning)community!. sorry to be rude but i was not fun
just annoying and no pint in challange. Parkour: Behind the scene Simulator

11\/10 would fall for this again. Only reason i rate it up is because my name is in it. You think you're a calm and patient person?
... Think again.
Never thought that such a teeny tiny game that was meant to bring joy and laughter to my oh so boring sunday evening would
make me experience the most brutal godf#*& holyasdjlkshlkasdfjklsdasadsjflk l\u00f6jkasdf ragequit ever. ARGH!!!!1111
Nevertheless: solid 5\/7.
BTW: as an undoubtedly necessary sequel i'd recommend "Punchy Fred". A game where you can punch that bastard in the face.
Repeatedly. Hard. I'd pay a lot for it. Seriously.
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